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How to Create a Bukkit Minecraft Server
A Simple Guide to Install a Server on
Windows 8 Platform Is Bukkit DeadThis
book was originally written before the
acquisition of Minecraft by Microsoft for
$2.5 billion dollars was so announced on
the Mojang website on September 15,
2014:
mojang.com/2014/09/yes-were-being-boug
ht-by-microsoft/.Shortly prior to that
announcement
many
unsuspecting
enthusiasts discovered that their beloved
craftbukkit download was removed due to
a
DMCA:
dl.bukkit.org/downloads/craftbukkit/.There
is an explanation posted here as to why the
downloads
are
unavailable:
dl.bukkit.org/dmca/notification.txt.Prior to
the DMCA removal notice, on August 21,
2014, Warren EvilSeph Loo announced
that the Bukkit project would be
discontinued due to undisclosed reasons,
citing changes to the Minecraft EULA and
poor support from Mojang as contributing
factors. Theres also a goodbye notice
written by EvilSeph who was a leader of
the Bukkit team which can be found here:
forums.bukkit.org/threads/bukkit-its-time-t
o-say.305106/.This decision was later
reversed by Mojang claiming to own the
project as quoted by Jens Bergensten a
Minecraft Developer stated, Warren over at
bukkit seems to have forgotten that the
project was bought by Mojang over two
years ago, and isnt his to discontinue.
Source:
twitter.com/jeb_/status/5023800182162063
36Furthermore, Nathan Adams known as
Dinnerbone stated, To make this clear:
Mojang owns Bukkit. Im personally going
to update Bukkit to 1.8 myself. Bukkit IS
NOT and WILL NOT BE the official API.
Source:
twitter.com/Dinnerbone/status/5023899636
06867968Yet another Minecraft developer
stated, We took ownership of the Bukkit
github repos & project. Well see what
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happens
from
here.
Source:
twitter.com/_grum/status/50238152324114
4320Time will tell whether or not Bukkit
lives on. You can follow the story here
called, The Tale of Bukkit for Minecraft
1.8.
:storify.com/lukegb/the-tale-of-bukkit-forminecraft-1-8As of September 3, 2014, all
Bukkit download pages are currently
unavailable as per a DMCA takedown
request filed from one of the former Bukkit
team members.
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